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The Beginning Plans and Goals as the CEO of Nike, Inc. 
 

 A CEO must be able to plan and strategize goals.  These goals must be specific with 

beginning to end action plans.  The planning process involves six steps.  These steps include 

analyzing the external environment, analyzing the internal resources, setting objectives, 

developing action plans, implementing plans, and finally monitoring outcomes.  As CEO of 

Nike, I need to forecast the changes that need to be made, set objectives, implement plans of 

change, and monitor the results in order for the corporation to reach its potential for the year.  

These changes consist of long-term goals and short-term goals.  If I set these goals early and plan 

out what must happen that will benefit the corporation, it will help the corporation progress more 

smoothly throughout the first two months as CEO.  These goals include improving labor 

conditions for the factories worldwide, increasing action in community-based projects, and 

increasing revenue, sales, and capital spending. 

 The first task I will focus on is improving labor conditions for the Nike factories 

worldwide.  Currently, Nike outsources its labor in factories oversees in Asia.  The corporation 

pays its workers very little money for the hard work they do to manufacture shoes.  Most factory 

workers make less than $5 per day, while each pair of shoes may be sold at an average estimated 

price of up to $100 in the United States.  In today’s living conditions, these wages do not cover 

the expenses for amenities needed on a daily basis, such as food and clothing.  Along with food 

and clothing, housing expenses can also be a struggle for some workers to cover.  As a result, 

many workers live in dormitories within the Nike factories.  Unfortunately, the conditions of the 

dormitories are run-down.  Workers all share the same facilities and sometimes sleep on concrete 



floors.  Workers are not able to speak their opinions about the low wages or poor conditions 

because anyone who does talk back is automatically fired.  Not only are the labor conditions 

poor, the workers are not paid overtime when they have to work long to meet the quota for the 

day.  Low wages and poor work conditions comes sexual and physical abuse from factory 

managers and supervisors.  These include hitting, yelling at, and sexually harassing workers.  In 

order to accomplish this goal I will have to improve the working conditions in factories and 

increase wages for workers. 

 To begin this process, I will forecast how the factory environments are affecting my 

responsibility as CEO, create a contingency plan to identify what factors of the working 

environment could affect my desired outcomes and find specific actions that the corporation can 

take if the working conditions happen to change.  Additionally, I will compare our factory to 

those of competitors and find the practices that led them to best results.  Next I will analyze 

internal resources within the organization, such as budget flexibility, that will affect the process 

to improve the factory working conditions.  To complete these two steps, I will have to visit the 

factories to see how the current working conditions are for factory workers.  After analyzing the 

environments, I will travel back to Nike headquarters and prioritize objectives in order of which 

ones need to be solved first.  Additionally, I will measure the objectives so the corporation 

knows how we will measure each achievement.  Next, I will develop appropriate action plans to 

accomplish the objectives.  These action plans will include mapping out a timeline of when and 

how actions will start and progress, and how long each step will take as well as the overall 

process.  Additionally, I will make sure employees at the corporation know exactly what actions 

they are accountable for.  Once the plans are outlined, I will visit the factories to implement the 

plans and monitor the progression, adjusting plans when and where appropriate.  These 



implementations include improved working conditions, increased pay for employees, and no 

abuse or sexual harassment of employees.  Finally, I will monitor the outcome of the changes to 

make sure the factories improve and run smoothly.  All these improvements are necessary 

because when workers feel respected in the workplace and are reasonably compensated, they will 

work harder with a positive attitude.  

 Second, I will focus on getting Nike involved in community-based projects to improve 

the lives of youth and achieve their greatest potential.  Nike is currently involved throughout the 

community by refurbishing sports fields such as running tracks and basketball courts to increase 

athletes’ enjoyment during each sport.  Additionally, Nike holds an Annual Community 

Involvement Day for employees to give back to their community.  Events during this day range 

from hosting physical activities for youth to helping the community with various construction 

projects.  These are good community involvements, yet there is no limit as to how much 

corporation can give back to its community because society always views community 

involvement as a positive aspect for a corporation. 

 Analyzing the external environment in community involvement will begin with 

forecasting how community involvement affects the corporation and creating a contingency plan 

to identify how factors, such as employees or outside companies, can take action to improve 

community involvement.  I will travel with select employees to large communities and schools 

around the world to speak of the importance of sports and physical activities.  I will then share 

my ideas of possible events to see if schools or communities would be interested in.  While at the 

schools, I will visit Physical Education classes and sports practices to make sure students are 

exercising properly with the right equipment.  Additionally, I will investigate practices that led to 

best results for our competitors.  This will help give me ideas for other community projects we 



can be involved with.  To analyze the internal resources, I will identify the employees that are 

interested in contributing to the community because the number of participants and their interests 

will establish our plan for community involvement.  Once I establish a community event, I will 

set objectives to prioritize and complete them depending on importance to the corporation and 

community.  I will also establish how we will measure each event’s achievement.  Next, I will 

develop action plans of what the corporation will do to accomplish our community objectives.  I 

will plan out the actions to show how and when events will start and end.  Additionally, I will 

gather together the group of interested participants and hold each person accountable for a 

specific part of the event.  For implementation, I will host large events that communities are 

interested in.  Not only will I physically involve myself in these events, I will also standby to 

monitor the progress and make quick, appropriate changes if needed.  Once needed changes are 

made, I will monitor the outcome of events and ask for feedback from both employees and the 

community.  This will help me improve on event ideas for the future.  Finally, hosting events is 

an important factor to improve community involvement throughout Nike because when Nike 

gives back to the community, it in return will benefit the corporation as a whole. 

 The third task I will focus on is to increase revenue, sales, and capital spending 

throughout the corporation.  To achieve this goal, I must be able to reshape Nike’s management 

structure that will work with today’s fast changing environment.  This calls for changing digital 

aspects and consumer aspects of the corporation.  It is a known fact that in today’s society, the 

easiest ways to network and advertise are through the Internet and other electronic media.  To 

begin this project, I will speak with the Human Resources, Marketing, Public Relations, and 

Technology departments and propose the idea of broadening our corporation through social 

networks.  If interested, I will ask two or more departments to collaborate and successfully 



develop a social networking page that will attract new consumers, but also keep old ones as well.  

Here, I will be able to adjust the digital aspects of the corporation.  I will have specific 

employees build up Nike’s networks and advertisements not only through television, radio, and 

print media, but also through social networks and online advertisements.  Once the social 

network is up and running, I will monitor feedback and make improvements on areas that will 

help us gain new consumers and positive feedback.  Adjusting to the change in digital 

communications is important to grow the corporation because when Nike is “in the know,” it will 

receive much more positive attention from consumers.  Positive feedback from consumers is 

important for the corporation to increase revenue, sales, and capital spending because profits 

depend on consumer behavior. 

 As CEO, I will have to adjust to changes in consumer behavior in order to gain new 

consumers and keep old ones.  Adjustments include adjusting product quantity and quality to 

consumer needs, building new stores in locations with high demand for Nike, and adjusting 

target markets to satisfy consumer needs based on age, interests, and tastes.  These adjustments 

are necessary because today consumers hold more power over corporations and determine the 

success of a corporation.  The only way I can be a successful CEO at Nike is if I make 

adjustments based on consumer feedback.  Adjustments will result in satisfied customers, which 

connect back to increased sales, revenue, and capital spending. 

 In conclusion, my actions for the first two months as the Nike CEO are to improve labor 

conditions in Nike factories worldwide, involve the corporation in additional community-based 

projects, and generate higher revenue, sales, and capital spending.  These tasks will be done by 

traveling to many different locations worldwide to understand current factory conditions, to 

reach out to communities to improve physical activity, especially for youth, and to keep up with 



consumer behavior by making adjustments when and where need be in a way to increase profits 

while keeping a positive reputation worldwide.  Overall, the success of a corporation depends on 

the feedback from its workers, its community, and its consumers.  
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